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PLENARY ADDRESS

George E. Ellis

It is a pleasure for me to welcome
you--both to the beautiful and warm Gulf
Coast of Florida and to this important
gathering.
I wint to thank you for making
tine in your busy schedules to attend this
symposium on the interaction
of NonNuclear Munitions with Structures.
Some
of you are visitors
from outside the
United States.. .a special welcome.
Your
participation will enhance the value of
the symposium; we especially appreciate
your presence.

.

.

We in the military profession are
sworn to preserve the security of our
country.
flow do we achieve this goal? We
access the threat,
and then organize,
equip,
and train sufficient
forces to
counter
that threat.
Ile
prepare
our
troops for a fight that we pray will never
occur.
In terms of an international threat,
our primary concern, as you well know, is
the Soviet Union, which has steadily grown
militarily over the past 20 years.
Soviet
military doctrine has also evolved over
those 20 years to match their growth.
A
quote from a 1984 U.S. government publication, SOVIET 11ILITARY POWER, has relevance.
Quote:
Changes in the naclear
balance over the past 25 years have led to
periodic
modifications
in
Soviet
doctrine--in btep with major Pcowth of
Soviet nuclear capabilities.
In the early
1960s,
the Soviet Union envisioned war
with the west to be nuclear from the outset; a decade later, doctrine was modified
to allow for a conventional phase in a
NATO-Warsaw Pact confrontation; and it now
appears that the Soviets may theorize that
such a major war could remain non-nuclearl
close czote.

As most of you know, this is the
Secon:d Air Force-Sponsored Symposium on
the Interaction of Non-Nuclerr Munitions
with Structures; the first was held at the
US Air Force Academy about two years ago.
The purpose of this symposium is much
the same as that of the first.
We want to
provide a forum for an open exchange of
information and ideas.
Ile want to create
the opportunity to learn about the many
ongoing research and development efforts
and accompliýrhments.
Most irportantly, we
want to eAtend technology for the mutual
benefit of all participents.
A free exchange of technological ideas will benefit
the collective security and welfare of all
of our nations.
New ideas can also enhance the capabilities of our defense
forces,

Even in terms of an actual nuclear
conflict,
Soviet doctrine calls for a
continuing
conventional
arms offensive
during and after any nuclear phase.
The
priority targets will be nuclear weapons,
nuclear delivery systems; command,
control, and coamunicationst air bases; and
political administrative centers.
Therefore, I would argue that across the entire
spectrum of international conflict, the
interaction of non-nuclear munitions with
structures is a contemporary and important
subject.

iMyinterest in and support for this
sysmposium are kindled by the fact that
"through my boss Mai. Gen. Duke Wright, our
"Engineering and Services Forces are responsible for developing the civil engineering technology and support structure
that will ensure the readiness and survivability of the US Air Force in a wartime
environment

*

Aljoast every nation faces some serious
threat
from external or
internal
adversaries.
It is unfortunate that we
live in an unstable world.
It
is an
unfortunate fact.
Host likely the world
will continue to r-main dangerously unstable.

There is anothtr less obvious, but
ominous, reason why the issues of this
symposium are so important.
Within the
past few years, a new international menace
has surfaced:
I'm talking about international
terrorism.
Terrorist
attacks
usint conventional
munitions have
in-
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creased almost exponentially over the past
10 years.
I know that many of the ideas
and technologies discussed here can be
applied to mitigating the damage associ"atedwith these attacks and can blunt this
miserable threat.
lie in the free world must keep pace
mitigating these threats by continuing and
expanding
our
research
and
We need to improve procedevelopment.
The Air
dures, m.iaterials, and equipment.
Force is one of the key contributors to
"our national security and one of the prime
"users of the materials and equipment the
research and development coumunity develops.
The Air Force provides four types of
forcts:
(1) strategic aircraft and missile fuores, (2) land-based tactical air
forces, (3) aerospace defense forces, and
(4)
Firlift forces.
The mission of the
Air Force--sinrply stated--is to fly and
fight and win.
Unlike the other arued
services, we accomplish our fly and fight
mission from air bases that are fixed
pliat forms.

Our primary job as Air Force engineers is to provide and maintain the fixed
Splatforms
from which we fly and fight.
That job also includes all the support
infrastructurc
that
is
necessary
to
generate
flying
operations
from those
p.platforrms.

"The

platform me3ns airfield facilto launch,
recover,
and service
a0 ircraft; we call it
sortie generation.
The platform is runways, taxiways, aprons,
lightiiu. navigational aids, and so on.

"ties
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The support infrastructure that supports operation of the platform includes
many types of facilities.
Cxamples in.iude those required to protect and maintain aircraft--hardened shelters, avionics
shops, liquid oxygen plants, etc.
Other
examples are secure facilities in which
cur people. can live and work,
command
posts, comaunication centers, and sleeping
.quarturs.
ije must al;;o develop survivable
urility :,y't('ms, including electrical generatiýn anii
distribution, water, waste,
fuel. The solution is further complicated because we will fight in a chemical
as well as a non-nuclear environment,

"Accomplishing this engineering missior would be relatively simple, even in
wartime, if we were not subject to attack.
In past wars we in the United States Air
Force have suffered little
damage to our
air hases due to enemy attack.
But in the
next major conflict, shouild it ever occur,
our air bases would almost certainly be
subjected to attacks that would result in
significant infrastructt.e damage.
Thus

we need to improve our concepts, materials, and equipment to quickly repair this
damage.
My real concern is that we have more
questions than answers--more problems than
solutions.
And the kinds of answers and
solutions we need aren't always available
off the shelf.
Often-times they can only
be obtained through intense research and
development.
Pesearch and development is an integral part of the Air Force and has been
throughout its history.
The Air Force is
itself an outgrowth of the technological
evolution
affecting
modern
warfare.
General H. H. (Hap) Arnold, as early as
the fall of 1944, created the Army Air
Force's Scientific Advisory Group, chaired
by the eminent aerospace
pioneer Dr.
Theodore von Karman.
Known now as the Air
Force Scientific Advisory Board (SAB), its
purpose is to advise the Air Force leadership on the future directions of science
and techaology as it affects the doctrine
and application of air power.
Extracting from an article by Maj.
Gen. Wright published in
THE MILITARY
ENGIIEER,
the
Air
Force
Scientific
Adviory Board recently concluded a special study which considers, among other
important issues, the air base as a critical element to the success of our warfighting capabilitie..
To address the
"SAB's recommlendations, we have expanded
the Air Force Engineering and 3ervices
research and development programs.
We
need aa expanded research and development
technology base.
Our Air Force civil engineering community, made up of the sponsors of this
symposium. has responded well in achieving
high levels of protection for our people,
for our aircraft, and for our equipment.
lie are working on revolutionary new concepts which will enable us to rapidly
recover our bases after enemy attack.
But
we can do better.
Ve are developing procedures and heavy equipment that wIll increase the productivity of our people in a
wartime environment.
Our success to date
has been through a unique consortium of
researchers
representing
colleges
and
universities, the corporate sector, other
federal research
agencies,
our sister
services, and the laboratory structure of
the Air Force.
Our research and development efforts
have been directed toward developing publie confidence in the Air Force as an
institution.
le have a responsible concern for facing and solving environmental
problem while sharing the results of our
research with the worldwide community.
On
the one hand, we are dealing with the

nation's survival in a world threatened by
On the other, we are
foreign aggression.
dealing with the survival of the delicate
environmental systems around our bascq,
around the world, and even, to an iticreasing degree, outer space.
The Air Force that will enter the
21st century is largely in place today.
During the next 15 years, the base support
infrastructure on which the Air Force depends will probably not undergo drastic
Therefore, it is importart that
change.
each new weapon system recognize the unchanging character of supporting facilThis will require the coordinated
ities.
effort of those who shape operational
doctrine and strategy and those who formulate our research and development programs
to ultimately make it possible for the Air
Force to fulfill successfully its future
mission.
The Air Force of today and tomorrow,
like that of the past, is a unique strucengineering,
ture forged from science,
and the talented, motivated
innovation,
The
people who bring it all together.
goal is to ensure the strength to deter
war if we can; the power to win if we must
fight.
It is somewhat ironic that the rapid
and technology
of science
advancement
led to high tech hardware
which has
computers,
systems,
development--space
new
and
systems,
weapon
complex
materials--has created an urgert need for
similar advances in support technology,
Certain fundamental vulnerabilities become
even more critical as the base support
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infrastructure is
and complex.

made more sophisticated

We need better pavement systems--ones
that can withstand attack or can be quickWe've
ly and easily fixed after attack.
built our third generation of aircraft
improvements
shelters, but there are still
We
that can be made in shelter design.
survivable
state-of-the-art
need
also
facilities for our people and critical
We need to take a
mission components.
hard look at our utility systems in terms
To
of survivability and repairability.
keep pace, research and development and
technical exchange at symposia like this
None of us
makes a lot of good sense.
singularly have the people, time, money,
and facilities to accomplish everything
We must exchange
that needs to be done.
ideas and benefit from the synergistic
effect of quality cooperation.
to
organized
was
symposium
This
encourage your involvement in our proI challenge each of you to take
grams.
the opportunity.
maximum advantage of
Synthesize new ideas from past accompGenerate advanced avenues for
lishments.
exploration, for basic research, and for
We need to translate
applied research.
understandtechnology--today 's
today's
the
ing--into new systemq for use in
By
field, and we need to start now.
technical exchange, we can achieve more
than the sum of the individual parts, and
together we can achieve a greater security
The keys are underfor our nations.
Let us strive for
standing and exchange.
these and together we can shape a safe and
Thank you.
free future.
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PLUS TWO

D. Haltiwanger

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Two years ago, at the First Symposium 0A The
of Non-Nuclear Munitions with
Interaction
Structure-s, Allen Ross was kind enough to invite
me to deliver one of the keynote speeches and, on
"Has a Decade
that. occlxslon, I chose as my title,
My thesis at that time was
Made a Difference?"
that, at least for the previous d.cade, inadequate
the study
had beer given to
systemmatic attention
wapon
on-ucler
of
of te
on
weapons onIt
non-nuclear
or efeec
or tne effec'ts

117 Investigators representing 36 organizations.
It is interesting to note not only the substantial
increases in the numbers of papers, people, and
organizations that are represented in this current
program, but also. and perhaps more importantly.
authors from 22 different
only 41
that
organizations are repeat performers.

to the design of
conversely,
structures and,
ntru,ýtures to resist the effects of such weapons.
I mjy have overstated the point somewhat, because
a vcry substantial amount of very useful work had
But, by and large,
been done auring that period.
I tnink that the observation was generally valid.
I con.cluded my remarks that morning with the
following statement, which was made in reference
program of the Symposium then being
the
to
tonv-.ýn,ýd.
tfuHaving
crnvvnI'd"

a.2tively
a very large community that Is
is
involved In the sLudy of problems being addressed
is equally clear that a
It
by this symposium.
forum, such as that which is being provided here,
sorely needed so that the investigators
is
can
studies
numerous
these
involved in
conveniently exchange their views and debate their
differences.

is abundantly clear,

therefore,

that there

confirmed convincingly the legitimacy
of this symposium, I needed, then, only to confirm

a comprehensive
indeed,
is,
It
program that embraces the full spectrum
confront us.
it
or problems that

"......

program.
the legitimacy of my appearance on its
Dr. Ross invited me to make one of the keynote
Webster
speeches at the opening session today.

represents impressively the recently
protective
interest
in
reAwpkentd

defines a "keynote speech" as "an address or
speech that presents the essential issues of the
too
sound like
And that didn't
assembly.Obviously, the essential issue,
difficult a task.
or objective, of this assembly is to report on the
present status of our understanding of the way
respond to the forces and motions
structures pnthmtroheIpatan/rgh
Imposed tipon them by the impact and/or the
explosion of non-nuciear munitions.

construction to resist the effects of
conventional weopons and it brings to
bear on these problems the technologies
It
of a multiplicity of disciplines.
provide
amosd
indeed,
does,
a strong
springboard for the further developmenr.
of protective .:onstructlon technology.
Let us hope that the impetus prcvided by
but
thia symposium will not be lost,
the work here begun will be
that
We can ill-afford another
continued.
of relative inactivity in this
d,.:cad,
very impCrtant aspect of our nation's
military preparedness.-

Ad that is precisely what this symposium Is
prugram will
A quick glance at its
going to do.
There are large
confirm that to be the case.
numbers of papers that speak to all aspects of the
There are
general question that is before us.
papers on the characteristics of the blasts that
are produced by the explosion of conventional
%eapons; and there are pape:,s dealing with the
impact on knd penetration of structures by such
There are papers on the measurement of
weapons.
the free-field effects of the explosion of such
weapons In soil; and there are papers on the
response of structures to these effects, on the
of which the
properties of the materials
and on the design of
are made.
structures
structures to resist the effects that might be
Indeed, all
imposed upon them by these weapons.
aspects of the question that is embodied in the

Well, it would appear that the impetus given
symposium two years ago has moat
by that first
We have but to look at
certainly not been lost.
th-: program of the symposium now being opened to
observe that the Interested community has not been
This year's
two years.
i,'ie during the last
program contains some 80 papers (exclusive of
keynoters and other stage-settLng presentations)
which were produced by 143 autnors from 54
By comparison, the program of the
organizations.
1983 symposium contained 66 papers authored by

.4
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symposium title are represented on this program.
And you don't need me to stand up here and reac
the program to you to Identify these essential
issues,

buried reinforced concrete box-type structures to
And i
some simulated nuclear weapon explosions.
checked the final deflections of those structures
pretty well--really, somewhat better than I had
expected to be able to check them--except in one

But perhaps I might be helpful if I can
promote some critical introspectlon among us by
asking some questions, net about these "essential
.ssues" that we study, but rather about how wv
If these questions sound critical,
study them.
please understand that they are not intended to
be critical of any particular individuals or
organizations, but rather of the collective "us".
And I include myself in that "us" because, on more
than one occasion, * have been a party to the
Kinds of the things about which I am now going to
complain,

While I computed the magnitudes of the
respect.
maximum observed deflections within acceptable
limits in all cases, in the two cases in which
time-dependent response data were available, the
times at which I computed those maximum
deflections to have occurred differed from
the test data by a factor of almost two.

Do we design our experiments as carefully as
Do we measure those things that we
w'Ž should?
should measure, or simply those things that we can
Should we not place greater emphasis
me~sure?
than we sometimes do on thc design of the
instrumentation to bp used in an experiment so as
to produce data that will lend itself more readily
to comprehensive analysis?
To illustratE the point, let mn indulge in a
peeve.
For more years that I care to
remember. I have been involved in the planning and
i;terpretation of experiments which had as their
immediite primary objectives the study of the
responses of an assortment of structures to
bl st induced loads, the ultimate ohjectives of
those tests having been the development of
s.nrlytical methods that would prediet reliably the
observed behavior of the structures under stLdy.
p't

But almost without exception, reliable
internal time-dependent strain data and/or
ýxternal time-dependent deformation 6at3, which
jre ,:sseitial
LO the confirmation of analytical
7_tmtlods, were not aiaIlable, at la.st not to the
To be sure, we ilmost
extent that was needel.
•iwaty3 n-d an abundance, on strain giges installed
on tne structure, but almost always wc also woun;'
up with a large number of strain records whose
v-,ilities were highly questionable after only a
And such records
few milliseconds of response.
to permit us,
arc
simply not enough
compititionally, to reproduce the responses of
,truc•ures in the domains of very large inelastic
J fc~rm,tion.
Additionally, with a few exceptions, we hiv,:
not ben able to measure successfully the gros3
reosponse of the structure, as a function of time.
Far more frequently, we know that, at the instant
that the blast wave hits the structure, its
deflection is zEro and that, when the dust
s,:ttles, the structure has collapsed or still
-xists, having suffered a total deflection of
x-inches.
To bO'sure, this is useful information,
but reliable time histories of both the internal
strains and the externil deformations would be
infinitely better.
Just recently, I had occasion to try to check
computationally the response of some shallow-

Whether these differences were the fault of
my calculations or of the measured results is
But If there had been more reliable
unce:'tain.
time-dependent response data available, T could
And until such data become
answer that question.
available, I must always use that analytical
methodology hesitantly; is it or is it not an
acceptable predictor of the response of other
reinforced concrete structures to other
blast-induced loads?
The test series to which
Don't get me wrong.
I refer was an excellent one, which yielded some
But I wonder if the
very useful Information.
objectives of that test series might net have been
even better served if we had spent more time and
effort
on the development of reliable
time-dependent response measurement techniques
that could have been used In it.
Another question that has bothered me over
How do we know when we have
the years is this.
We can never fully
studied a problem enough?
understand the very complex physical systems with
which we are here concerned, but how can we tell
when we understand them well enough? How often do
we give, as our final conclusion in a research
report,
the equivalent of the following
"No further study of this problem is
statement:
needed?" On the contrary, and understandably, we
almost always recommend further study.
In this regard, we are, perhaps, not unlike
our brethren in the law.
Normally there is little
or no incentive for them to complete the work on a
case; the longer they can maintain the case in an
open state, the longer they can continue to
collect a retainer.
I realize that I am being a bit unfair to the
lawyers and I hope, by the inference, that I am
being notoriously unfair to my fellow liborers in
But I
this protective construction vineyard.
think there is some truth to the suggestion.
Researchers, by their natures, are curious people,
and they realize that there is always more that
can and, in their view, should be learned about a
But I wonder if we do not
particular problem.
sometimes study problems beyond the point of
useful return.
I am sure that you have all heard the sto.
that is often used illustrate the difference
A young
between a mathematician and an engineer.
man and a young woman are placed at opposite ends
of a 20-foot long room, and are allowed to

C-1
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approach each other, each of them moving, in
succession, half the remaining distance to the
other.
The question then posed is "How many moves
will be , equired before they meet?"
The
matýiemati!ian claims, quite correctly, that they
will never meet, while the engineer, also quite
c~rrectly, observes that, for all practical
We
purposes, they will meet in about 10 moves.
do''t ned ". know all there is to be known aocut
problEm before we can deal effectively with it.

And, as autonomous units, they are motivated, and
constrained, by similar kinds of institutionally
As a consequence, it is not
centered forces.
always clear that their collec*"ue efforts are as
clearly focused on and directed toward a common
objective as might be desired.
I raised much this same question when I spoke
to the first of this symposium series two years
ago.
At that time, the pleas of a pair of Air
Force Majors who were then stationeo in West
Germany were still fresh in my ears.
They had
problems to which they reeded answers,
and
virtually their only sources of readily usable
information were the Army's Manual TM 5-855-1
which was then about 17 tears old, and the Air
Force's Manual AFWL-TR-70-127, which was then
about 12 years old. neither of which answered
adequately the questions raised by ttose
officers.
A revised version of the Army manual
tas been recently issued, or i1: about to be
issued.
And that is good, but doesn't it seem
reasonable, as a consequance of the very
substantial amount of research that is conducted
that we ought to learn enough useful new
inforoation fast enough to justify sharing it with
the practiticners of our art more than once every
15 or 20 years.

I also recall an incident that occurred about
twenty years ago.
Some of you ma" remember when
AS>: undertcok a comprehensive study of the
"!,esearch needs of the profession. As chairman of
the Structural Division Research Committee at
that time, it foill my lot to coordinate this
effort within that Division, and we requested from
eauc of the technical committees of the Division a
5ýtatment of the research needs in their areas o'
int-rvst, including an estimated budget for tne
rlz,?ir:n worK that they were proposing.
In
r, sponse to that request, one or the committees
suonitted a multi-million dollar proposal for
further research On the shear beavior of
reýi-forced concrete beams.
still remvmbe:, the observation that was
ma•J, by one of the reviewers of that committee's
propcsal.
It went something like this:
So .e
mount a five-million dollar research study to
improve our understanding of the behavior of
reinforced concrete beams in shear, and what do we
acvomplisn?
If successful, we imight improve the
effizzlecy of the beam sections that we design by,
at beat, a few percent, and even that isn't
certain.
We would be better advised, he
Sugested, from the standpoint of the total
building system, to throw in a few extra stirrups
to coveýr the uncertainties that we kncw to exist
in regard to the shear strength of reinforced
non-t-te beams, and to spend most of that propesed
r:3Žr~~ money studying better ways of
i'(,,rpcr,,ting the electro-mechanical system of a
ti.lcing ,itnln ard dround the structural frame.

Once again I have exaggerated to make a
point.
Certainly, the results of the research
that was conducted during those 20 years was not
kept secret from those who needed it; the shelvefull uf reports that we all have in
.< offices
attest to this.
But timely, int
-itive
translations of there research
t
into
conveniently usable practical guoL
,es are
reasonably to be expected by field engineers.
And
I think that we may not have done quite as good a
job in that regard as we probably could or should
haie done.
Given *ime, I might have been able to find a
few mort aspects of our protective conotruction
researct, program about which to complain.
But to
do that would have been far more difficult than to
ennumerate the large number of outstanding
accomplishments of the many Individuals and teams
that are Involved in this effort.
Since time was
not available today to attempt the latter. I have
tried instead, by calling our attention to a few
deficiencies, at least as perceived oy me, to
remind us that even a very good program can be
improved. This program has been, and continues to
be, a very effective one, and 1 am privileged
to have had a small part in it.
I am sure that
you all join. me in hoping that the day will soon
come when we shall no longer have to worry about
protective construction, but until that del
arrives, let us continue to pursue with dedication
the essential issues of this assembly.
I hope
that I may continue to have part in that effort.

oiithcut debating herc the merits of that
rcvi.wer's observation in that particular case, I
"
tniL hia point has merit. We need to decide
"'
Wi,, ,no prct~l-m has been solved well enough, at
rt r tn.h timr
being, and begin then to apply
*ur r,,souro,,s to th, solution of other then more
;rt.iarng probl,.ms.
kni ,ow. onke final question, which ii not
anrelated to the first two.
Should we not be able
to do a better job than we now do of coerdinatng
the research work In the are; nf protective
coristruction to try to m~ke sure that problems
gý!t ittention in proportion to their real
Lmportince,
that no Important problems are
overlooked, that unnecessary
'uplication of
r'-:,varch effort is minimized, and that the results
of th)is research are speedily and systemmatLcaily
tr.nslated into procedures and guidelines that
nave practical application capability? There are.
.fter all, a large number of organizations, some
of which are governmental and others of which are
civilian, that are involved in this total effort.
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A BROADER PERSPECTIVE

H. Norman Abramson

Soutnwest Research institute
San Antonin, Texas

INTRODUCTION
Thirty years ago, when many of our military
facilities wer- built, there was no significant air
threat, and we had the notion that nucledr firepower .uuld substitute for conventional weaponry.
Our adversaries viewed that position and then developea an integrated plan to gain strategic victoriea
in Europe while maintaining a "no first use' pledge
on nuclear weapons.
Thus, the Warsaw Pact countries
have pursued with great vigor the preparations they
feel are necessary to conquer Western Europe in a
matter of weeks with conventional military forces.
The historicel goal in that battle arena is to
advance quickly, destroying infrastrucLiire, military installations, and any enemy forces encountered.
With great hope in the policy of nuclear
deterrence, the U.S. also decided to develop far
more effective conventional tactical weapons.
Even
recently, cr. George A. '(eyworth, II, the President's Science Advisor, stated the administration's
position that conventional weapons are a key to
the traisition away from dependence on those tactical nuclear weapons deployed in the field 'ear
citential battlegrounds.
The tl'*ust i• th-erefore
to use modern technologies to imprc.onventional
weapon lethality, with much grea*er accuracy an
damage potential.
These evolving conventional threats have
created new problems in protective structure design.
Unfortunately, tne bulk of the supporting technology base is empirically founded and, in some cases,
obviGs.sly outdated so that recent efforts have focused on irproviny this base to meet modern threats.
Clv,i engineers, wtn previously were re.ponsible
primarily for maintenance and serviLes, were given
the responsibility for modernizing and rebulidinq
that technology base and now have new challenges
in meeting both readiness and regulatory requirements.
Most of the papers in this sympoiium report
efforts in these directions.
However, even though
current research appears to be addressing immediate needs, perhaps this is the time to Cake a
broader look at needs and goals, how will they
change in tae future, and what new directions we
should be taking.

NX.

THREATS FROM CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS
First, what do we perceive to be the current
threats? That question can be answered in rather
specific terms only by considering our opponents to
havy weapon technologies similar to ours. Traditionally, we think of military munitions such as
projectiles, missiles, or bombs which deliver large
amounts of energy on their targets either through
impact and/or blast.
Although there have been some
enhancements in the performance of high explosives,
the advancements in modern military weapons which
overshadow all others are the tremendous improvements in delivery systems effectiveness and accuracy.
Modern guidance techniques can place warheads on
target with great precision, whict has increased
expected loadings on protective structures by
orders of ma nitudes and thus presents many new
tc-hnical challenges.
When warheads were only expected to detonate
at some distance from their target, loadings could
be determined by choosing any equivalent charge
weight and calculating owerpressures, durations,
and impulses by enmprically derivei methods.
These
idealizations and data bases, however, Lre insufficient for bombs d:rectly impacting or detonating
very close to their targets--within stveral charge
radii, the blast envirorent includes intense
shock waves, explosive products, and case fragments
travelling at extreme velocity.
This complex loadinq is difficult to idealize and there is very !ittle e ,erimental data for close-in detonations because most instrumentation simply will not survive
tne severe environment.
k
'he loading is compl1x also for close-in
groune shock even though fragment loading from the
buried explosiun is not as severe. When the buried
charge detonates, th,4 solid explosive is changed
into an equal mass of gas at extremely high pressure which expands rapioly so that pressures at
the explosive-soil interface can be hundreds of
times ereater than the strength of the soil, creating a zone of crushed material.
If the charge
detonates close enctgh to the structures, even the
explosive products will contact the rtructure.
Variability of soils and their properties makes it
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difficult to predict accurately explosive COL~ling

and are usually readily accessible.

with buried structures and most instrumentation is
also unable to survive this harsh envircrnment.
The immediate problem then is to possess the
capability to desion or u4pgrade protective structures
against modern threats for which expected loac'ings
are poorly described. So far, the approach has
been to attempt to improve the data base tJ 4,iclude
these more severe threats; however, the geea t er
challenge is to expand our perceptions to the full
spectrum of threats and anticipate how their future
evolution will affect expected loadings and structural designs. And while we are trying to expand

United States embassies have historically been designed to reflect the openness and freedom of cur
society. Therefore, most of them do not use restricted access, heavy barricades, or special protective features to keep visitors at a distance.
Consequently, they are veri! vulnerable to terrorist
attack. More recently, we have seen some concern
for protecting government buildings in Washingtor,,
D.C., as when trucks filled with sand were used to
barricAde the White House against possible terrorist attack. Especially vulnerable are industrial
facilities such as power plants, petrocheical
facilities, storage depots, etc., which m,.y be

our perceptions, who will attempt to evaluate what

spread out over large areas, leaving vital compo-

new non-nuclear weaponry will appear from the SDI
program tc pose new threats to our present zoncepts
of protective structural design?
TARGETS
Aithough we think primarily of military facilities as the structures which require protecLion,
we must also remember that the enemy intends to destroy infrastructure. This means that virtually
any significant structure, military or civilian,
is subject to attack. For the most part, the civilian sector is totally unprepared to meet such threats
and therefore we have an additional long term goal
in providing appropriate technology applicable to
non-military facilities,
Protective military structures are designed
to house vital functions or equipment of extreme
value. Consequently, survivability takes precedence
over appearance and tne structures are usually massive with soil and concrete the main building materlals. Protection needs are expressed by operational
users in the form of requirements; the requirements
are answered from the available technology base, or
extension thereof, and the need is eventually met
in the consequent design. Many of the papers to be
presented ii this symposium reflect efforts to ex.tnJ our technology base for material properties and
structural response to blast and impact loads,
Granted, vhere is a pressing need to increase our
technology base to meet current user requirements,
but are we producing the technlc~l cdvances which
will significantly improve survivability in the
long term? Unfortunately, technology developments
in response to user requirements often are unacceptably slow. Petired general Bryce Poe II in Ihe
Engineeringand ServicLs
rerlyJournal
Ia
re--alled
initiating items as a Cntai
nn195which were
finally constructed when he was a Lieutenant General
ýn 1974. Because the items were important to warfighting capabilities, he concluded that national
security was at risk for more than 20 years. Can
we Afford similar time lags in the future? Is our
national security at risk today for the same reesons?
Potential targets of a non-military nature
come in a variety of descriptions and can include
governmentil, industrial, and civilian structures.
These, unlike military facilities, have no well
defined survivability requirements and are not designed to provide protection from weapon attack
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nents exposed. Many terrorist attacks have been
targeted against U.S. businesses abroad. Other
civilian lifelines such as communication networks,
pipelines, bridges, and such are completely unprotected, vulnerable to attacK, and are undoubtedly
already targeted in the event of conflict. Complete
protection of all our facilities may be an impossible task, but our vision must be broad enough to
develop technologies ohich will enhance the survivability of both our military and non-military against
all opponents.
O'PONENTS
While the Soviets have hundreds of bomber
aircraft less than an hour's flight from NATO airbases, posing an evident threat, there are other
opponents and threats for which we can only guess
what kinds of loadings might be delivered.
Along with conventional troops, Soviet special purpose forces, SPETSNAZ, would be employed in
wartime throughout Western Europe to covertly disrupt communications, destroy bridges, seize choke
points, and to direct attacking aircraft to prime
targets. These SPETSNAZ forces are weapons and demolitlcn experts specially trained in infiltration
tikctics and sabotage methods using explosives, incendiaries, acids, and abrasives. Their realistic
training includes accurate full-scale models of key
targets. Their role is to operate fromn behind
enemy lines and to attack major facilities and important weapon systems. The SPETSNAZ is suspecled
of having already participated in a number of covert operations, including assassinations. Their
clandestine operations end expert use of explosives
are tremendous threats to unprepared non-military
as well as military facilities.
Since 1968, there have been more than 950
terrorist attacks against U.S. businesses, including more thAn 500 explosive bombings. Political
extremists have exploited terrorism to attract world
attention
The target of a terrorist can be any..
thing, but the more newsworthy the better. Alarmingly, terrorists have improved arsenals with
modern weapons and explosivcs which can be placed
in close proximity to unsuspecting targets. Car
bombs, for example, have proved to be capable of
awesome destruction ind are very difficult to defend against.
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Although terrorists activities began with
civilian targets, recent atacks, such as the one
on our Mý.rine barracks in Lebanon, illustrate that
military installations can also be targets. Unfortunately, some nations actually sponsor international terrorism and provide training, arms, sanctuary, and advice leading to an evermore sophisticated and unknown enemy with an unlimited array of
targets. The terrorist issue is well recognized
hy the participants of this symposium who are involved with weapon storage design, but the technologies developed to combat terrorism against military targets must be transferred to those responsible for the protection of our civilian installations
and personnel as well.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES
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is testing
and papers
development
empirical relationships.
Otler
in thisof conference
range from
testing new structural systems to revisiting World
War II information. In some cases, scale model
testing is being used to reduce test costs, and
centrifuges are being evaluated as a methcd for testing geotechnical problems at very small scale. Centrifuge testing is viewed as an opportunity of overcoming difficulties in modeling soil because its
strength is derived through gravitational forces,
although there is some controversy over the validity
of the technique. Many see centrifuges as the only
way to test soil-strucLure interaction problems at
small scale while others feel scaling gravity is
totally unnecessary for blast studies; however, it
is more important to remember that the centrifuge
"is simply a modeling toul and, like any other modeling technique, can only be enployed usefully within
the scientific understanding of the user. Other
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The real question we must ask ourselves,
however, is that ever if we are 100 percent successful in every area of research being pursued, how
much improvement will we gain in survivability?
Are we making only incremental advancements at a
time when hmajc or revolutionary new concepts and
results are required? What new directions should
we be taking? Considering the evolving, expanding
nature of the threats, and the payoffs we eApect
from our current research programs, will we be in
a better position of survivability 25 years hence
than we are today?
THE FUTURE

What are we doing to provide better defersive systems? From the papers to be presented in
this symposium, several topics seem to stand out.
As said, definition of loads from air blast, ground
shock, impact, and combinations is a major concern,
and the tremendous energy deposited on structures
by close-in explosions is not easily characterized
by previous idealizations and new methods are being
sought. We are looking for better means of measuring the extreme loadings and better understanding
of the coupling with structures. Another topic of
"im•nediate concern is structural response, in which
there are at least three distinct areas of research:
design, analysis, and testing. Several of the
standard but now outdated design manuals have recently been revised or are under revision. But,
even these revisions can only reflert the technology base as it currently exists an- -at is believed
to be seriously lacking in many respects. More
than a dozen papers at this symposium will discuss
analytical techniques, ranging from simple approximations to attempts at very complex descriptions,
A prevailing concern relates to better descriptions
of material properties a.d failure mechanisms. We
still have no clear-cit, standard, accepted methods
for acci-rately describing the response of structures
subjected to high .niplitude short duration loads,
although seemingly our understanding of dynamic
materials propercies is advancing. As in the past,
u-

papers describe better instrumentation technique;
at;d a few special problems.

Conventional weapons systems will continue
to improve, and pinpoint accuracy will require
facilities designed for direct hits. We can surely expect that weapons will be smarter, with sub.stantially improved projectile lethality, and overall will poasess greatly enhanced power. Threats
will not always come packaged as military bombs,
and special forces and terrorists will possess
sophisticated weaponry and will be apt to attack
a broad array of targets.
What lies ahead in protective structures
design? If current research is successful, we will
be rare able to describe loadings from nearby detonations; dynamic properties of concrete and soil will
be better understood; and perhaps new and stronger
materials will be used in construction. Without
the development of novel design concepts and the
introduction of radically different materials and
construction techniques, however, we can expect
only marginal improvements over current practice-that will not be satisfactory!
The key to long term survivability is to escape the trap of attempting to solve today's prublems with yesterday's technology; rather, we have
to begin to develop tomorrow's technology. This
requires a thorough and careful analysis of future
threats.
I suggest the next symposium include invited speakers from the intelligeihe community to

describe
the capabilities
that Furthermore,
our adversaries
might possess
in the future.
representatives from the user communities (both military
and civilian) should be asked to express their anticipated needs. To stimulate effective technical
thought in the researcher, it is essential to know
as much as possible about the background of the
problem, why it is important, what directions
should be followed in developing possible solutions,
and how will the results be utilized in practice.
The research community must strive for innovdtive concepts, applications, and techniques. New
and different materials and construction methods
are needed to match their full potential against
very high intensity loads. We have depended for
years on passive protective structures; perhaps
active protective systems could be developed for
civil enqineerinq structures as they have been for
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armored vehicles, missile silos, etc. Above all,
we must mainta'-n a broad perspective and look
beyond narrowly defined problems and solutions by
prescription; we must focus on long term goals and
objectives which, with creative and innovative
thinking, could neutralize opponents.

Once again, I urge you to think to the
futur.--plan your next symposium with the future
as your theme. In the meantime, concentrate all
your efforts to maintain the broader perspective
you will need to meet the survivability challenges
of the decades ahead.

Those persons responsible for evaluating and
funoing reseerch amd development efforts should
studiously avoid "more of the same" and "safe"
research which can lead at best only to incremental
advances. Instead, they should encourage and support truly innovative and revolutionary ideas; devote more resources to concept development and
less to routine testings. Dare to be bold!

Acknowledgmeents: I am grateful to Phillip T. Nash
and Alex a. Wenzel for considerable assistance in
the preparation of this paper.
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LNTE(RATINC BASIC RESEARCH IN THE INTERACTION
OF NON-NUCLEAR MUNITIONS WITh STRUCTURES

LAWRE.NCE 0. HOKANSON

AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
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that
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I can
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in the
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Several
events
facilities

Many looked to the up and away portion
What
solutions.
of the Air Force for
t h * y
f o u n d
wa a
th
*
f In*

mechanism, up to twice as much water can
be tolerated in the aggregate. Alas, for
every example of success there are ten
examples of good research opportunities
short. Determination of the
that fall
shear modulus of so3l by meacuring
but one
is
conductivity
electrical
correctly
example of many. The effort
as a
soil conductivity
ideatifled
non-mechanical response, but failed to
From an
*why."
provide the required
eng'neering standpoint, the correlative
technique of relating
the conductivity
response to a well known measurement of
but
mechanical response is meaningful,
would demand an
;asic research
the soil responds
explanation of "why"
as It does when interrogated. Far too
many times the researcher takes the easj
route, answers the "how" and forsakes
the Owhy.0

technologically outstripping its iron
curtain counterparts on a dally basis,
The fountainhead of that system was and
base
is an advanced technology
research
underpinned by the basic
within the Air
capability that exists
Force research community; a capability
neither
engineering
in which civil
provided input nor shared output.
In bringing this
step
The first
capability to bear on civil engineering
of a Civil
problems was creation
Engineering Technology program within
the office responsible for single point
management of the total Air Force basic
research program, the Air Force Office
Two of
of Scientific Research (AFOSR).
the limited positions belonging to the
Air Force Director of Engineering and
Services were transferred to AFOSR to
initiate
the Air Force's
6.1 Civil
En&ineertng Technology research program.
program requires
Understanding of tnis
an understanding and appreciation of the
is
concept of 6.1, basic research. It
defined
in
AFR 50-1 in terms of
increasing KNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTANDING,
LONG-TERM national security needs and
FUNDAMENTAL knowledge. This contrasts
sharply with 6.2 plus or developmental
efforts, which are defined in terms of
APPLIED research,
BREAD BOARDED
experiments and SPECiF IC military
problems.
More to the point,
basic
research is phenomena oriented, rot to
be Confused with large or macro scale
phenomenology.
Phenomena orientation
of
and the art
deals with science
o b ser v at i on,,
x p l a na t ion
and
verification.
It deals with "why* and
not "how,"
with the understanding that
the knowledge inherent
ir *why" will
allow one to control,
not merely
predict. The creation of costly
data
points in hyperspace.
in the vain hope
that given enough data an answer will
fall oit, becomes unnecessary. Bluntly,
if
the question of "whym is answered,
one need not dig through the pony poo In
fond hopes that a pony resides at the
bottom.

Who should conduct basic research? This
question focuses on the understanding
scientists have of engineers and vice
of what scientists
versa. The story
define as a "shame"
is enlightening. If
a boa full
of engineers runs over a
cliff and there i3 one empty swat, that
as
is a shame.
Engineern are just
complimentary.
They ask,
*What
difference is there
between a dead
opossum in the road and a dead scientist
In the road?" Answer: there are skid
marks in front
of the opossum.
The
researcher
able to
tackle
civil
engineering problems Is a unique and
scarce breed.
He is generally an
engineer who has carefully traced the
roots of engineering back Into pure
sciences such as chemistry, physics, or
math, and in so doing, trained himself
as a scientist.
Occasionally
hQ is n
scientist
who has become Interested In
an engineering
problem.
The most
productive is the engineer who teams
with engineers In other disciplines and
with appropriate scientists.
The world
is rapidly becoming too complex for
loners; interdisciplinary approaches are
a neceasary veolity.
What topics should be pursued? Where
military engineers are involved, topics
must be tied to weapons requirements.
And. not just protection from hostile
weapons, but untque support of friendly
weapons systems. Vithout the weapon, the
military civil
engineer Is little
different then a municipal engineer. The
weapon in the ralson d'etre.
Veapons
needs must drive
rseachoh issues.
However, in the world of basic research
one must be extremely careful
not to
chase requirements so persistently that
he loses
sight
of opportunity,
Opportunity Is every bit as Important as
reqoiroment. The renycling of ideam and
painful evolutionary Improvement In

My tenure at AFOSR has brought me face
to face with three fundamental issues:
first,
what constitutes good science?;
second, what topics should be pursued?;
and third, who should do the pursuing?
The answers are somewhat intertwined,
but it may help to give examples of good
science and not so good science.
My
favorite
exampl
of good science
"predates my arrival at AFOSR. It shows
that development of a moisture resistant
polymer concrete
resulted
from a
scientific
understanding of polymer
chemistry,
explaining
why moisture
impacts the strength performance of the
material. By defeating
the weakening
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areas witl •i•ch we in the Air
Force are raai: iar serve as classic
eXaMples. Again and s.iin we redoubled
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the basic
ignorant that
success,
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and
ion
Iled icat
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we
I t wa s bec ause
s a c r i fi c e .
persistently ignored the basic research
to develop an acceptabIe
require.,
tecanological base. The point, however,
is thst money and resources alone cannot

the door and begin sharing the top end
of the full spectrum Air Force Systems
Research, Development,
Command (AFSC)
Testing and Analysis (ROT and A) system.
For the research community, it confirms
the opportunities available for you to
practice basic research, to get into the
game in a funding scene dominated
*why"
demands. For those
by short ruse "how"
in sister services, it may surprise you
AFOSR spends more on civil
that
than the Army
engineering research
Research Office and Office of Naval
Research combined.
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Still,
AFOSR is a highly competitive,
programs are in
scientific institution;
open competition on a continuing basis.
There are two measures of Success and
both must be strong for aurvival. First,
work must be "relevant" to Air Force
requirements; secondly, and of paramount
importance, work Must clearly qualify as
good science. This is not simple when
engineering Is in head to head
civil
efforts in
competition with scientific hmsty
uh
nes
eesc
such
as chemistry,
sciences
basic
The civil
physics, anI mathematics.
engineering program, almost as a result
the unenviable
in
is
name,
of its
position of having to continually
seeks and is built
demonstrate that it
upon good science, a task that, in my
the "sciences" are often
perception,
able to duck.

Sdevelopment process. One of my lard* t
i s the
repeated
"disappointments
questioning I receive on how I plan to
6.1 to 6.2 effoarts. There is
transition
Basic research, 6.1.
no single answer.
often feeds other 6.1 which in turn
feeds the knowledge pool with no direct
It is always
connection to development.
nice to be able to demonstrate 6.1 that
into field application,
goes directly
10, 15
but hy charter, 6.1 must look 5,

~or

we

an emphasis on research by
reflecting
the current administration and approval
of civil engineering oriented science by
Next year we
the management at AFOSR.
are programmed for 2.7 million dollars
engineering technology
in the civil
area, and that does not include AFOSR
uund3 at Air Force
m3naged 6 . '
laboratories or 6.1 funds being spent in
support of engineering and services in
AFOSR programs other than the Civil
Our
-nEineering Technology program.
tfinancial health received a big boost
week when an an FT 87 initiativo
last
was approved for research in nonmetalliT
structural materials. Up to 1.5 millon
on
be spent
a year will
dollars

Ad dI t IonaI
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Funding

Incidentally,

insight is not i commodity which can be
placed in a statement of work; !,,ts
p-isession by a researcher is mandatory
to establish that opportunity exists.
offricer or program
The good project
manager must car e fu 1l y balance
against opportunity and
req•irement
maximize the output of his long term
investment dollars. The good commander
creates the environment in 4hich this
Sprocess can take place.
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Air Force 6.1 budget being only a
l1,tle more than 200 million dollars a
year, one cannot afford to blunder into
specific applications. A final thought,
WAY to i d in t Ir y
perhaps the best
S
fruitful research topics Is to ask what
it is we don't do well- If the answer
can be traced back to what phenomenon it
is we don't understand, we may be on the
road to identifying science or 6.1

".issues.

Perhaps a further measure of success, or
at least progress, is the state of the
research coimunity. Twenty five percent

Now to answtf the question you have all
what is
to ask: just
been too polite
Engineering
t~it Civil
in
happening
program? For
Technology basic reearc.i
S

of the pe,'sentt-ions in this symposium
of AFOSR iunded
results
direct
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this
research. As with most statistics.
The concept of basic
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deceiving.
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omlund
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science is
supportad by the community. While the
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Air Force members of the audiernce, this
on how we are
is a progress report
"fairing in our effort to Ret our root in
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the number of unsolicited
proposals
(the fuel for all
AFOR programs)
received, I am forced to say that, from
a scientific viewpoint, these proposals
are impov-ri~shed.
A3 a result,
the
program has perhaps one of the largest
*"iterative"
schemes found in AFOSR.
Currently there are some 60 researchers
who ,,participate,
w
have
active
proposals
or
preproposals In the iterative process,
Unfortunately,
only a small percentage
of these researchers
will turn the
corner to identify and pursue relevant
"icience" issues.
The Director
of
Aerospace Sciences, the man who controls
the size
of the Civil
Engineering
Technology bas8.c research budget, is
adamant in his belief
that funding must
be based upon opportunity. If a surplus
of scientific
opportunity
does not
exist,
there is
no reason to either
stabilize or a grow a program.

While I'm not religious enough to pass a
collection plate, I do want to make a
plea. As engineers (and maybe a few
sCIentAsts),
you are the key to
developing a technology base for civil
--nSineers, a technology base required to
bring us up to the technological state
of the
aerospace
community. To
Yo0

. ....

..

.

.

a b 1e

t o

This week,
you should be #ntrenely
criticaL of the sympoaiu& presentations
which you attend.
Be candid
in
diacussing work with your colleagues.
Ask the hard questions. Find out If your
colleagues know and can accept the
assumptions upon which their
work is
based.
See If they have identified
or
porsu•d a scientific issue. You may find
some surprising
answers,
and those
answera may impact.your view of your own
work.
Thank you,
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be

existing problem and generally using
existing knowledge.
It
does not answer
Owhyu; it does not adequately support
development of a technology base. You
must use your eiperience to identify
those gaps in knowledge whtch prevent us
from doing a better job, pursue their
definitions ipntil a scientific issue has
been identified,
and work with the
community until the knowledge
"scientific
you need is generated. Frequently you
mst do this
from within a culture that
wants only answers
to immediate
problems; a culture thtt
will
seldom
reward you for being thorough in
following-up
on the "whys"
of a
phenomenon. Your only rewards may be
internal, and that may not be reward
enough for the complacent.

The Civil Engineering Technology program
is currently based on 11 separate work
6
efforts.
These include th* "scientific
aspectS of constitutive models for soil,
i n s3i t u
so 1
b e h a vi o r ,
so 1
stabilization,
so11 liquefaction,
transient
sol 1
properties,
rock
mechanics, structural response, fracture
characteristics of brittle
geotechnical
materials,
concrete
stress-strain
modelling,
expedient facilities,
and
structure-media
interaction.
The
ultimate support of projects
in each
is predominantly dependent on the
availa:ility
of opportcnities. I also
have a hit
list
of my favorite issues.
Is there really such a thing as strain
softening?
Are we forever doomed to
measure in situ
soil
properties
by
shoving on one side, then running around
to m-asure the movement on the other
side? What are the causative factors In
concrete strain rate dependence? Will we
always naively
accept
the
solid
mechanists view of geomaterials as
aberrations
of metals?
Are yield
sur faces really
mppropriate
for
particulate materials?

,

lUs0U3t

discriminate between
engineering and
science. Engineering is
an honorable
oailing, but it deals with
flnding
an
for an
often
acceptable solution,

and have a super week.
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involwd with the effect of conventional
munitions on military structures. I was
involved with the Air Force's CONCRETE SKY test
series on the TAB VEE aircrait shelters,(or the
1st generation shselter) a test of Iranian
air
rockets,
against
aircraft shelters
damage
aktures,bombfuel
str
on
explosives (tAe)
mage
bimcra
the
n
repai of runwa
complex test series at helin Air, Florida.
flag.
ai still working on clor
t wse
AlsO,
a
aid dIm structures.
UShn V 9eience: While I was Director of
C-onstrction for OUSAFfrom 1973 to 1976, 1
directeA the design and construction of the
aid door aid
third 'eneration shelter
test of the
ssful
te
participated in the sucel
door in 1976.

lITT PzIience:

I was fortunate to

After retiring from the Air

in 1976, 1 taught structural engineering
F
and construction management in the Civil
Engineering Departeent at lIT for three years
until I was offered a job I couldn't refuse.

to the Defense Atomic Support
now Defense hAclear Agency (DNA), in
.genc,
the early sixties, during the list atmospheric
testing in the Pacific and at Nevada Test Site.
With the Limited Nkuclear Test ,.an Treaty in
1963 which restricted nuclear a-mospheric
testing, I became heavily involved with a large
ntmber of nonnuclear high explosive (HE) tests
to simulate the effects of nuclear wa.pons, to
airblast aid ground shock on structures
Sincluie
and equipiment.
T*employing
"-"
"-"Simula:on Tests Experience: Soe of the
Tnteresting simulation tests were the first 500
ton (or I million pourd) HE explosion in Canada
in 1964 called OPERATION SAoLL. followed by
three M0 ton shots in Hawaii in 1965 called
OPERATION SAILOR HAT, a variety of
(phenomenology) events ,zing Tff and dotonable
gas balloon shl..s during OPERATION DI.STANT
PLAIN in 1966 ad 1967, and in 1q72, I was the
Technical Director for the first 500 ton HE
test in thr US at Grand Junction, Colorado,
All of those tests
called MIXW COMPANY.
involved participation among the three military
services and foreign countries, in particular,
the United Kingdom (UK), Camai-a and the rederal
•apblic of Germany (FI;).

Direco

My .resent pasitiom is
i
of Research ad Develomnt for the US

atd
Corps Program involves both Cmva 1rks
to include reimbursable work.
O&D
Military
Urder my direction there are eight Corps labs
over 2600 people with a total IWD
funding of almost $250 million. Of ttvlt $250
million, approximately $35 million is bting
Spent for nuclear, nonnuclear, and camuflage
R&D thru our army and reimbursable R16D program.
involved with weapon
So you can ase, I'm still
effects and allied work.
trm my preding discussion, you
Cor AND
I have had a variety of
can V Ott
interaming and exciting experiences,
asiqmnts, and duties related to usapn
in my
effects. What I have found interesting
present job is thaesnergistic effectn that
r
nonnucles
nlear
have taken placi te t rnd
Wmat I
hsapon effecta R&D aind vice versa.
would like to do for the rest of my tims is
racwtly o-apleted and
with you m
Present M0 in tie Corps labs relate" to wmapn
effects.

Sreview

,

and Development

of Engineers

Background: My involvement with weapon effects
dates beck'to the mid-fifties, almost 30 years
ago, with the Air Force Research and
called Air
Development Command (AMIC), now
with the TITAN,
Force Systems Coumand,

"be assigned

-..

Army Corps

Introduction: WJhen Paul Thompson called last
September an asked me to provide a "kickoff"
presentation tn this illustrious group of
scientists and engineers, I accepted without a
I did 3sk Paul what T
moment of hesitation.
should talk about, and Paul, in his infinite
wisdom said, "Talk about your past experience,
your present job, and the cooperation among te
other miilitary services and foreign countries."
This would appear to be a simple task, but to
agonized more on
tell you the truth, I havepresentation
I've
this talk than any other
given, including presentations to Congress.

MNhtTM&hN, aid NORAD C(2C.

*

Research

Jr.

During my
eriee:
Conventional 1nit ions
fun tim of blowing things uo, I was also
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have been conducted by the Arawaent Lab at
6kglin and at WE to gather data which were used
to modify and verify the burste, layer
configuration and structural design.

Recently CcXpleted Work: During the past 5
yeers, the Corps thru its labs, particularly
the Waterways Experiment Station (%ES), has
beei involved in a number of high explosive
shots in testing a wide variety of structures
and components. Most of this work has been in
support of, or in cooperation with DNJAand the
kir Force.

Our test and analyis efforts were instrumental
in the final selection and design of structural
and shock isolation systems for the new
We
hardened war headquarters for SHAPE.
evaluated the hardness of various U.S. and NATO
conducted in-place
communication cables andProject
85 (P-85)
vibration tests of the

We have recently participated in several
experiments with
nuclear simulation
ONA's--DISTAINT RUNNER and MILL RACE in 1981,

structures with a 1 KIP shaker, and a 50 KIP
shaker to verify the as-built conditions. This
was a cooperative effort between the Air Force
Engineering and Services Lab, W'ES and MA.

In the 100-ton
and DIRECT COURSE in 1983.
DISTANT RUINER event, thiri generation aircraft
shelters were exposed to the effects of
external und internal explosive detonations.
From these tests we were able to assess the
capability of tbe shelters to p~otect aircraft,
munitions, and personnel from both a simulated
nuclear airblast and a conventional HE
detonated internally,

For the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEA), we did design calculations using
results from the shallow-buried structures
research, and tested scale models of the
100-man keyworker Civil Defense Blast Shelter
to validate and optimize the design. The final
design will be verified in a full-scale

To help establish the vulnerability of
industrial structures to nuclear attack, we

structure experiment in tire MINOR SCALE HE test

tested a steel frame structure in the 600-tnn

%
%

This same structure
MILL RACE event in 1981.
after new siding was installed was retested in
the 600-ton DIRECT COURSE event last year.
From these tests we determined airblast loading
and structural response of the building and
drag coefficients for various structural
We have used these data to verify our
nmembers.
vulnerability prediction methods. Also tested
in the DIRECT COURSE event was a reinforced
concrmta blast shelter entryway complte with
blast doors--a 3-inch thick reinforced concrete
door, and a commercially available tire-rated
door reinforced with wide-flange beams and
steel plates. The concrete door, survived with
only slight defonnation, while the modified
The
commercial door was completely destroyed.
success of this relatively simple concrete

at White Sands this June. MINOR SCALE will
And
simulate an 8-kiloton nuclear detonation.
we proof-tested a full-scale 18-man galvanized
steel keyworker shelter which survived a
simulated 50 psi, 1-megaton detonation with no
damage.
Finally, we have field tested and evaluated
numerous field fcrtification designs such as an
earth-covered polyurethane foam arch shelter,
for surviving near misses fram artillery and
mortar rounds. Some other designs tested were
a frame-fabric shelter, and a tubular sandbag
bunker.
We have evaluated available engineering
materials for defeating the fragmentation
effects from exploding munitions. Some

blast door has led to the develooment of

materials evaluated include concrete, brick

simr!Iar blast door designs to resist very high
loading
closi-in pressur!s, in•nluding fragment
This follow-on work
from ccventional weapons. funded
by the Air
is hoing or, st rES ani

veneer, and fabric. New candidate materials
for field fortifications are continually eeing
protective shielding for
evaluat . To provide we
have tested and
structures,
buried

Force Engineering and Services Lab.

evaluated rock-rubble boulder screeirs for
defeating or degradng the penetration
capability of air-delivered weapons. This work
has led to the development of analytical models
and design guides for the use of boulder
systems against
screens as protective
weapons. This work has been a
penetrating
cooperative effort with the Air Force

We assiited various sponsors in testing
,i fferont structural criepts to rjather Jata on
analysis and
structure loading aid response for Some
examples
designs.
...nof struture
validation
inclue ...
*....

.
•

.
"

..

•.on

Engineering and Services Lab, the Navy at China
Lake, and the FAR.

F'lat-roof, shallow-buried structures.
Through a series of scale-model tests in a
simulated nuclear overpressure, we determined
tnat z•u-h rtr!ct~urps were an order of magnitude
Nirder than fc.merly predicted (2,000 to 3,000
These data
psi instead of 200 to 300 psi).
have resulted in related research, funded by
the Air Force Engineering and Services Lab,
"into the vulnerability of buried structurep to
earth penetrating conventional b
shelter is
Cruise Missle (GLCM)
Ground
CO)structural
anhCuseMsl
Crw Launch
San earth mounded, three-tunnel concrete
structure with a burster slab. Extensive tests

We evaluated the effectiveness of military
explosives and linear shaped charges to quickly
prepare openings in well* for assault building
entry. Walls tested were of masonry and
reinforced concrete up tc; 12 inches thick.
To gather data on the effects of fuel-air
built a
structures,
urban
againstwith
explosives frsa
wellwe panels
replaceale

at FOMt Polk, Louisiana, to allow testing of
different European wall setions. Data from

both th" burster layer and structural models
17
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Other shelter designs being tested in the MINOR
S
event include a composite shelter which
is a cobination of two designs--one by the
Norwegian Government and one by the Swedish

these tests have been used to develop loading
.functions and a technique for predicting damage
levels to masonry structures from different
size rounds at any range.

Goverrmxit.
One talf
of the shelter is the
Norwegian design and the other half is the
Both a prototype and a
Swedish design.
The prototype
1/4-scale model will be fielded.
shelter is for the Norwegian and Swedish
goernmemts to proof test their designs against
tne blast effects of a simulated 8-kiloton
nuclear weapon.
The 1/4-scale model shelter is
for FEM9 to evaluate the yield effects of a
512-kiloton siaulation un Civil Defense type
shelters.

Sspin-off

from our weapon effects R&D is the
We have
work we have done on barrier creation.
conducted numerous tests on the uqe of
conventional and nuclear weapons to breach
Based on our malysis
concrete and earth dams.
rorkfill dams are less vulnerable than concrete
dams.
We also have procedures for predicting
we
the flooding caused as dens are breached.
have successfully tested and denonstrated the
use of liquid explosives in buried pipes to
The pipes
create impassible antiarmor ditches.
can be pro-emplaced, filled with liquid
explosives when needed, and then detonated as
The lil Abrams
the tactical situation demands.
and LEOPAF;V 2 tanks were immobilized during
joint tests in Germany with the Federal
Republic of Germany last summer.

This Fall, WES will assist the Air Force
Enxineerifn and Services Lab in full-scale
harden& structure tests to evaluate procedures
for the design of semi-hardened structures to
This test will provide
resIst NNTO threats.
data on the response of reinforced concrete
blast doors, blast
semi-hardened facilities,
'.lves, amd other structural components to NATO
TWo WES blast door and
threat criteria.
several comercial blast door designs will be
include in the test.

Another project with Germany was the creation
of mountainside roadway barriers from 500-kg
charges placed in preconstructed shafts in
Ttsts :elating crater dimensions to
roads.
shot design and shot environment were used to
develop a method "or predicting crater size and
shape in rock.

Since scale models are frequently used in both
onventiOnal and nuclear weapons effects
testing, we ave investigating scaling effects
in shall&*4)uried structure tests. Preliminary
results from tests on a structure twice the
tested previously,
Of thescale-tels
Sie
or no scale effects.
indicate little

te have provided test and instrumentation
support to the Air Force on the MX/Peacekeeper
1-caled experiments were conducted at
program.
White Sands to sinulate the blast and
ejecta/debris effects from an explosion of a
Peacekeeper missile within a Minuteman silo.
Tests at Fort Polk on silo components wore used
to obtauin data to design the full-scale silo
An WES
structure t- house the smmll missile.
also iabricated and instrumented the steel work
one-third scale- silos for tests at
for to
Yfm, toizona.

We recently developed a sand grid system for
expedient construction of roadways over sandy
soils. lb are currently evaluating them for
use as revetments for expedient field
Three-feet-thick sand-grid
fortifications.
revetmenet constructed as high as 10 feet have
been sham to be effective against small arms
fire, 105er flechette rounds, and 155mm HE
rounds as close an 5 feet.
We are conducting tests to define blast

Current Work: With that brief rundown on our
recently completVd work, I would now like to
tell
you about sone of the exiciting things we
are presently doing.

pressure buildup inside small fighting
positions from near misses by artillery
and
mortar roeds. With the firing ports open,
blast pressures inside the position are
sufficient to cause severe or lethal injury.

have
mical Research
meseao
%an have teamed Ct with tlevil
and development Center to develop methods to

But a ballistic nylon curtain placed over the,

ugrade existing harieed structures (or

orts and entrance to the position
a
firing
e toslevel
tps
e
rinucestth ind
that woulc cause only minor injury.

Two full-scale
chemic3l-biological protection.
shelters--a fabric/frame shelter and a concrete
being tested and evaluated to
arch shelter-are
determine if they are suitable ar.i safa for use
toss
against
agents and weaqxns.
fabric/freme,
and
saetwo chemical
shelter deigns--the

This
we
ha
initiated
ch to
eerht
Thsi y
ehv
ntae re
ctrease the vulnerability of buildings against
Terrorist attack of
terrorist
attack.
buildings is ben-ming more frequent,

the concrete arch--will be tested in ONA'S
mIAOR •
.Levent in June 19l5 to verify design
loading criteria and to determine if the
si-.lter equipoet will continup to operate when

and lethal.
Many and
ihisticatd,
dasaginq,
buildings
are of
conventional
construction
are not designed to withstand the weapon
Our work
effects resulting from an attack.
w
of
will fOcU on finlingfro s attraOing
ewistin facilities awadysgnlg new ones to
their survivability.

subjected to airblast and ground shock.
Also
to be tested in the MINOR SCAL event is a
full-scale 100-man keyworker blast shelter
complete with blast "oot, operational
equip
nt, aid instrumented Man
uin,

~enhance
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We are developing Electro-Magnetic PULSE (EMIP)
protection criteria for hard ing Camnand,
Control and Communications (P•) facilities.
Our initial work began sometime ago with the
SAFEGUARD ABM System. Current studies include
solutions for deteriorated gaskets, use of
laser welding and application of arc-sprayed
metals for E'MP shields, and assessment of EMP
hardness oZ power systems.
We have a Bi-Axial shock test machine ahich %e
cannonly call a "shake table" that is used to
determine the vulnerability of equipment to
vibration and simulated ground motions. It has
a 12-foot square platform for testing equipment
in individually controlled horizontal and
vertical directions sinultaneously over a broad
frequency range of 1 to 200 Hz, producing
accelerations of up to 40g's vertically and
209's horizontally. The facility is located at
our Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory.
Our participation in the hard silo canponent

test program in support of the Snall Missile

System for the Air Force's Ballistic Missile
Office (R40) is continuing this year.
Approximately 35 component and silo HE tasts
are being conducted at two sites - one at Ft.
Polk, and the other at Yuma, Arizona.
Information frao these tests is being used to
validate structural designs for the large scale
silo superhardening technology program.
Toward development of new concepts for clearing
mines with explosives, we have tested the M58
and British Giant Viper munition to establish
the effects and cause of the air blast skip
zone characteristic of line charges. At the
present time, we are evaluating liquid ard
slurry explosives, fuel air systems, and new
deployment techniques such as parallel line
charges, punpable explosive fillers in plastic
tubes, elevated charges, and linear fuel-air
clouds.

With the cooperation of the Air Force Ar
t
Lab, we are developing new, basic weapons
effects 2ata for modern penetrating bombs to
upgrade hardened structure design requircments.
Data include penetration, ground shock, and
damage radii measurements from static and
live-dropped barbs, and blast penetration
calculations for hard or buried fortifications.

In support of tests by the Air Force Tactical
Warfare Center, we evaluated the feasibility of
using ground penetrating radar techniques for
mapping the penetration path and determining
the terminal location of air dropped barbs
penetrating a runway. We found that mapping
the penetration paths was not feasible because
the tunnels left by the barbs collapsed
iuinei ately after passage of the projectile.
But our initial assessment of the test data
indicates that ground penetrating radar will
accurately locate the subsurface position of
buried barbs.
MYfinal example of Corps R&D concerns
survivability of fixed high asset installation,
from air attack using camouflage, concealmert,
and deception techniques. In Janstary of this
year we published an Air Base Cam'Iuflage Manual
for the Air Bise Survivability Offica at Eglin
AFB. We are currently participating in two
major camouflage demonstration projects in
cooperation with the Air Force-one is a joint
US and UK experiment at Lakenheath Air Base in

"he United Kingdom. And the other is a US Air
Force Experiment at Spanodahlem Air Base in
Germany. This ca-ot(iflagu experiment should be
effective against visual and thermal infrared
sensors, and
willaircraft
include shelters,
false operating
surfaces,
decoy
and decoy
bomb damage as well as the more conventional
tone down and share disru.ption techniques.
in conclusion, I have presented a brief
overview of some of the recent past and current
weapons effects research in the Corps. In
reviewing this work with you, I find it
particularly gratifying to note the excellent
cooperation that has been demonstrated between
the Corps labs, the Air Force Tri-Labs (the
Engineering ar-3 Services Lab, the Armaet Lab,
aryl the Weapons Lab) the Navy and our foreign
partners. I bPlieve we have achieved a high
degree of synergism between nuclear ard

S.
5%

nonnuclear weapon effects through our many andr

diversified cooperative efforts. Indeed, this
sYPOsiu, is an excellent example of the
synerism resulting fran the cooperptive efforts
of those of us in the weapon effects community.

0.
,
W

In a sturiy for IM, wp are proportioning new
concrete mixtures using silica fume and
recently developed admixtures to obtain
unconfined cpressive strengths of 14,000 psi
and higher. A 2.4 million pound
servo-hydraulic loader is being us•d along with
.1 200,000 psi triaxial test chamber to
dete•mine the strength and deformation
characteristics of this material under high
confining stresses. Failure and deformation
data derived from these tests will be used by
the Air Force in the analysis and design of
strategic structures.

•
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